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Given a finite subset X of a free monoid A*, we define the rank of X as r(X)=min{ 1 YI: XE Y*}. 
The problem we study here is to decide whether or not r(X)<2. We propose an 0(nIn2m) 
algorithm, where n stands for the sum of the lengths of the words in X, and m stands for the length of 
the longest word. 
0. Introduction 
In the context of the free-monoids theory, two notions of rank are actually 
proposed. First, given a set of words X of the free monoid A *, its rank can be defined 
as the cardinality rl(X) of the basis of the free hull of X, i.e. the smallest free 
submonoid which contains X. In another way, we can define the rank of X as the 
smallest cardinality r(X) of a finite set Y satisfying X E Y*, i.e. such that all the words 
in X can be written as the concatenation product of words in Y. 
The first notion of rank was illustrated by the famous defect theorem (cf. e.g. [9]), 
which says that given a finite Xc A *, if X is not an unique decipherable code (or, for 
short, a code) then its cardinality /XI satisfies rl(X)d [XI- 1. In other words, X is 
a code iff vl(X)=IXj. 
The second notion corresponds to the concept of degree, introduced in [7]. This 
topic meets that of elementariness: a finite subset X is elementary (or independent) iff 
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r(X)= IX/. Historically, the notion of elementariness applied to morphisms, and its 
introduction constituted the major step in the delicate proof of the decidability of the 
famous DOL sequence equivalence problem. 
Although these two notions of rank seem very close, their algebraical and topologi- 
cal properties are different, as shown in [7, 11, 121. Another important difference 
concerns the decision problems. It is well known that, given a finite set of words X, 
deciding whether X is a code can be achieved by applying the classical Sardinas and 
Patterson algorithm (cf. [Z, p. 501). This algorithm has been implemented so that it 
allows to process the set X in time O(n In 1 XI) (cf. [ 14, l]), where u stands for the sum 
of the lengths of the words in X, and 1 X I stands for the cardinality of X. Moreover, the 
computation of rl(X) may be done in time 0(/X1 n’), as shown in 115, 161. 
On the contrary, deciding whether X is elementary, or deciding whether r(X) is 
smaller than a given integer k, are NP-hard problems [lo]. In this way, it is of interest 
to examine restrictions of this last problem. For instance, consider a set X whose 
elements are words with length p, where p is a given positive integer. If p=2 then 
computing r(X) can be done in time O( 1x1 I Al), by determining the family of the 
connected components of a direct graph associated with X. However, for p3 3, 
deciding whether r(X)<k remains NP-complete. As another example, given a finite 
set of words X. deciding whether r(X)= 1 can be done by applying the algorithm of 
Knuth et al. [S] (indeed, we have r(X) = I iff rl (X) = 1). The corresponding complexity 
is a linear function of the sum of the words in X. 
In this paper, we are interested in the following restriction: given a finite set of words 
X, the problem is to decide whether or not r(X) < 2. This new restriction is justified by 
the fact that, from a theoretical point of view, many combinatorial properties has been 
established in the framework of two-element codes (cf. e.g. [17, 51). The naive 
algorithm consists in examining all the two-element subsets of factors of the words in 
X. For any subset (s, y), we shall decide whether or not XC {x,y) *. This method 
leads to an O(M’) algorithm. A refinement in O(n”) can be done by considering 
restrictive properties of prefixity on (x, y). Here, we establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.1. Giwn (I ,jnite set Xc A *. dwiding whether r(X)< 2 or rwt can he 
uchirred in time 0 (11 In’ nl), \\here n stundsfbr the swn ofthe lengths of the words in X, 
and ui studs ,for the lerqth of‘ the lonyest uorrl. 
Our proof makes use of a result of [1 11, which allows to restrict to biprefix sets 
Y= {x, J!) with primitive elements (i.e. whose elements are only trivial powers of other 
words). Actually, given a finite set X, we shall conjugate the preceding property with 
results on the periods [6] and repetitions [4] in a word. We shall construct a set with 
cardinality O(ln” nz), namely TEST(X), and which satisfies the following property: 
r(X)=2 iff there exists a pair of words (~,/~)ETEST(X) with XC{CC,~).*. 
We now shortly describe the contents of our paper. 
Section 1 is concerned with the basic definitions. The terminology of free monoids is 
settled, and we recall some properties of the so-called overlaps of a word. 
In Section 2, we introduce the general problem of the computation of the rank, and 
we consider the restriction which concerns our paper. We also present the main 
feature of our algorithm. Given a finite set X, it consists in computing the preceding 
set TEST(X). 
The rest of our paper explains the different steps of the construction, whose main 
feature is the following: 
~ In a first step, we construct a two element set of factors of X, namely 
ABSTRACT(X), such that for every two element biprefix set Y, if XE Y* then 
necessarily we have ABSTRACT(X)E Y*. This allows to restrict our search of the 
“candidates sets” Y (cf. Section 3). 
_ In a second step, given a two-element code Y, we examine the possible cases of 
factorization of ABSTRACT(X) over Y. This leads to collect necessary conditions, 
which apply to pairs of words (-l-,y) satisfying XC Y*, with Y= { .Y, y) (Sections 4 
and 5). 
~ In Section 6, we establish successive refinements of the preceding conditions. These 
refinements lead to the construction of our set TEST(X). 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Dtfinitions and notation 
Given a finite alphabet A, we denote by A * the free monoid it generates and by E the 
word of length 0. We set A+ = A*- {E}. For any arbitrary subsets X, Ys A*, we 
denote by XY their (concatenation) product, by X* the submonoid generated by 
X (we set X+=X*- {E)), and by XY-’ the set (ucA*: 3(.x,y)~X x Y x=uy}. The 
rank of X is the integer: min { 1 Y I: XC Y* }. Given a word NJEA *, we denote by pref(w) 
(s@(N~)) the set of all pre$ues (s~@Lues) of bv, i.e. the set of all words u satisfying the 
condition: WEUA* (wEA*u). We say that u is an interior ,fuctor of w iff WEA+UA+. 
Given two words w, w’, we denote by bv A w’ the longest common prefix of w and w’. If 
w=~~r...w,, with wi~A (1 <i<n), its reversed word is ~~=w,,...w~. 
For every subset XL A*, we set pr@(X)= u,,,Ex pref(f(w), mf(X) being defined in 
a similar way. We say that X is hipr&u iff XnXA+ = A+XnX =@. In other words, 
X is biprefix iff for any word .uEX, there exists no word YEX\{ .xj with .Y a prefix or 
a suffix of y. 
Given a word \vEA+, w is primitive iff IL’=.? implies n = 1. Otherwise, M’ is called 
imprimitive. 
1.2. Overlup cf u bvrd 
Given a word WEA+, any word x # \v which is both prefix and suffix of w is called an 
ocerlup of w, and the integer / w I - I x / is called a period of x. The overlaps of a word are 
in one-to-one correspondence with its periods [9]. 
Given a word, the connection between its different overlaps is described by the 
following classical theorem (cf. [9, p. lo]): 
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Theorem 1.1 (Fine and Wilf). Let x,y~A* such that two powers of‘ x and y huue 
u common prefix oflength /.ul+I~I-gcd(IxI,l~I). TI zen s and y ure powers qf the same 
word. 
We denote by cp the function which, with every word W#E associate the longest 
overlap of \v. The computation of cp(w) can be done in time linear in /WI by applying 
the algorithm of Knuth et al. (KMP-algorithm: cf. [S]). This algorithm applies the 
following classical recursive rule [ 131: 
Rule 1. Let pEprrf’(\i’) and let UEA 
i 
cp( P)Q if this word is a prefix of w, otherwise: 
cp(pm)= cp(cp(pk) if PZE 
& otherwise. 
Let (J,-_) be the unique pair of nonempty words such that w=y(p(~‘)=cp(w)z. 
Clearly, the words 4’ and z are conjugate (cf. e.g. [9, p. 81). Moreover, there exists 
a unique pair of words (u, 11)~ A+ x A* which satisfies: 
(1.1) ~ L’EUL‘, z= CU, .YE(UL.)*U 
~ UI’ is a primitive word (indeed, v(\v) is the longest overlap of NJ) 
Given a word \VE A+, w is primitive iff w = x” implies n = I otherwise w is imprimitive. 
The following remark is a direct consequence of the defect theorem (cf. [9, p. 61). It 
will be of common use in our paper. 
(1.2) lf’.u is II primitive uord then Y cannot he an interior,fbctor of x2, 
As a consequence of Fine and Wilf’s result, given a word H*, there exists an unique 
word z such that \I’EZ+: z is called the primitice root of H’. 
Given a word WEA+, the KMP-algorithm leads to an 0( 1 wl)-time computation of 
its primitive root z (cf. Section 1.1) of M’. Indeed , I? is the unique word which satisfies the 
following condition: 
(1.3) ~ If cp(\~)#~ and if l~j - Iy(w)l divides 11~1, then we have z=w.(cp(w))-‘. 
Otherwise. we have 2 = w. 
2. Computation of the rank 
2.1. The problem 
In this paper, we shall study a restriction of the general problem RANK, whose 
terms are the following: 
Instunce: A finite set of words X, and an arbitrary integer HEN. 
Question: Is r(X) not greater than k? 
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As established in [lo], this problem is NP-complete. 
The case of sets of rank 1 
Given a finite set of words X, it is easy to decide whether or not r(X) = 1. Indeed, we 
shall apply the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 2. 
begin 
wca word in X; 
apply KMP algorithm for computing the primitive root of w, namely z; 
if all the words w’~X\{w} belong to z* then “r(X)= 1” else ‘%(X)32” 
end 
Clearly, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is a linear function in the sum of the lengths 
of the words in X. 
In our paper we shall study the following new restriction of RANK: 
Instance: A finite set of words Xc A+, with r(X)> 1. 
Question: Decide whether or not r(X)=2. 
(Clearly, we may assume that the basic alphabet, A, satisfies 1 Al 3 3.) 
2.2. A property qf hiprtlfixity 
Let X be a finite subset of A*. According to [3], there exists a biprefix set Y such 
that XC_ Y*, and 1 YI < 1x1. Moreover, in [l 11, this result is extended to obtain the 
following: 
Proposition 2.1. Given a finite set XC A*, there exists a biprejix set YC A *, which 
satis$es the three followiny conditions: 
(1) All the elements of Y are primitive words; 
(2) XL y*; 
(3) r(X)=1 YI. 
2.3. The main feature of our algorithm 
It is now convenient to explain the scheme of our method, which is based on the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Given a finite set of words XE A+, there exists a jinite set 
TEST(X)cA+ x A+, such that the,following holds: 
(1) [TEST(X)/-O(ln*m), with m=max{lwl: WEX}; 
(2) for all the pairs (c(, /I)E TEST(X), the set {a, p} is bipre3x, and ~1, p are primitive 
words; 
(3) r(X)=2 @there exists a pair (c~,B)ETEST(X) such that Xs{qfl}*. 
This result leads to a decision algorithm (Algorithm 3), which is described below. 
In the corresponding implementation, words will be represented by linked lists. We 
shall represent pairs of words and sets of words by linked lists of words. Given two sets 
of words E, F, their union EuF will be represented by the concatenation of the 
corresponding linked lists. Clearly, in the resulting list, multiple copies of the same 
element may appear. This does not affect the orders of the cardinalities, indeed we 
only make use of the inequality: 1 EuF / d 1 E I+ 1 F I. 
Algorithm 3. 
begin 
(1) compute the set TEST(X) of Theorem 2.2; 
(2) for all the pairs (z,~)ETEST(X) do decide whether or not XE {cz,[~ l*. 
end 
First, it is convenient to explain step 2. 
Given a pair (1, P)ETEST(X), deciding whether Xc }* is easily done by 
constructing the “flower” automaton (cf. [2, p. 1891) with behavior (r,/Y) *, and by 
deciding whether or not this automaton may recognize all the words in X. 
Since (2, /I) is a prefix set, our automaton is deterministic and it has exactly 
/a / + /PI - 1 r A PI states (cf. Fig. I). Moreover, from a given state, at most two arrows 
may start. Hence. the construction requires time and space 0( Ig/+ lpi); thus, it is done 
in time O(max(lzl: _YCX ). 
Deciding whether a word N’EA * belongs to the behavior of the preceding automa- 
ton will be done in time O(luI), which is independent of the size of the alphabet, IAl 
(indeed, each step consists in at most two comparisons). 
Consequently, in step 2 of Algorithm 3, deciding whether X s (cc, p) * will be done in 
time 0(J&XIr2.1). 
Fig. I, Flower automaton with behavior (chchh. chj *. 
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The rest of our study will consist in the following steps: 
~ proof of Theorem 2.2, and effective construction of the set TEST(X). 
~ algorithmic interpretation of the preceding construction. We shall establish that the 
computation may be done in time 0((CwEXIwl)ln2max,,x\wl). 
3. A first restriction of the search: set ABSTRACT(X) 
According to Proposition 2.1, if r(X) = 2, there exists a two-element set {x, y}, with 
primitive elements, such that XC_ {x, y } *. The main feature of the construction of our 
set TEST(X) is to collect necessary conditions on the pair {x, y}. 
In a first step we shall construct a two-element subset of factors of X, namely 
ABSTRACT(X), which satisfies the following condition: 
For all the biprefix sets Ys A+, if XC Y+ then ABSTRACT(X)& Y*. 
3.1. Notution ABSTRACT( ) 
Lemma 3.1. Giren ujnite set X G A+, with r(X) > 2, there exists a two-element subset 
Z of X, such that r(Z) = 2. 
Proof. Let wr, w~EX, and let y be the primitive root of wl. If r({w1,w2})= 1, then we 
have WEEP*. Assume that, for all the two-element subsets ZsX, we have r(Z)= 1. 
Clearly, for all the words wfw,, 4’ is the primitive root of w. Consequently, we have 
X CY*, which contradicts r(X)>2. 0 
Clearly, with the notation of Lemma 3.1, if X5 {x, y}*, then we have ZC {TY>*. 
Lemma 3.2. Gicen a two-element set ZC A+, with r(Z)=2, there exists another 
two-element set T, which satisjies the.following conditions: 
(1) T is a biprejx set; 
(2) for all the biprejx set Y, if ZG Y* then TG Y*. 




if U is a prefix set 
otherwise (indeed, EE U- ’ U). 
By construction, g(U) is a set of suffixes of U, and we have U E(O( U))*. Moreover, 
since E# U, we have also &$a( U). Similarly, we shall define a corresponding function 
r by truncating suffixes of U. 
Let Z be a two-element subset of A+ with r(Z)> 1. By iterating function r 0 c, we 
shall define a sequence Z = ZO, Z1,. , such that Zi E ( Zi + r )*. Since the sum of the 
lengths of the words in Zi strictly decreases, there exists an integer k such that 
Zk=Zk+I. We set T=Zk. 
Since the sequence (Zi) is stationary, T is a biprefix set, and if r(Z) = 2 then we have 
1 TI=2 (indeed we have Zz T*). 
Moreover, by construction, given a biprefix set Ys A ‘, if ZC Y* then, for each 
integer i>O, we have Zis. Y*; thus, we set TG Y*. 0 
Let X=~M~~,...,W~)CA+, with p 3 3 and r(X) > 2. Let i be the smallest integer in 
[2,p] such that M’, and IZ‘i have different primitive roots. Set Z= {wr, wij. The 
construction in the proof of Lemma 3.2 leads to define an unique biprefix set T, and 
we set ABSTRACT(X)= T. 
Clearly, ABSTRACT(X) satisfies the following properties: 
(3.1) (1) ABSTRACT(X) is a biprefix set; 
(2) IABSTRACT(X)I=2; 
(3) For all the biprefix sets Y, if XL Y* then ABSTRACT(X)g Y*. 
Example 3.3. Let [u, 11) be a biprefix set, and let 
W, = UW, w2 = ul?1i21u, wj = u 2Lx!, 2 N-4 =uuu . 
Starting with M’= wr, we have Z= {or, wj) (indeed, \v2 = w:). Iterating rc rr leads to 
compute the following sets: 
Z,={UU,u), z,=ju,U}, 
thus, we obtain ABSTRACT(X)= (u, u)-. 
3.2. Algorithic intrrpretution 
GiventhesetX={~~l,...,~~~p)~A+, we set ABSTRACT(X)= T. From an algorith- 
mic point of view, the preceding construction leads to an algorithm for computing 
ABSTRACT(X): 
Algorithm 4: Function ABSTRACT. 
begin 
(1) apply the KMP-algorithm for computing the word ~Vi~X\(Ml}, with primitive 
root of \ri#primitive root of M?~ and i minimal; 
Zt{W,,Wi]; 
(2) while T lo(Z)#Z do Z+-soo(Z); 
ABSTRACT(X)+Z 
end 
Complexity of Alyorithm 4 
From an algorithmic point of view, words will be represented by linked lists. Recall 
that we set II=~,,,~~IwI, and m=max(lwl: WEX}. 
Lemma 3.4. Computing the set ABSTRACT(X) will be done by applying Algorithm 
3 in time O(n). 
Proof. 
~ In step (1) computing the word Wi requires time O(n). 
_ Applying functions 0 and T is done by comparing L-L’ letters, where L (12’) stands 
for the sum of the lengths of the words in 2 (g(Z)). Consequently, given the set 
z=z(), in step 2, computing ABSTRACT(X)=Zk will be done in time 
O(C O<i<k-1 Li-Li+l), with Li=CwtZ, 1 w 1; thus, it requires time O(n). 
~ As a consequence, applying Algorithm 4 requires time O(n). 0 
4. Factorization of ABSTRACT(X): the three main cases 
Assume that r(X)=2. According to Proposition 2.1, throughout this section, we 
shall consider a set Y= {x, y} which satisfies the following property: 
(4.1) (1) Y is a biprefix set. 
(2) x and y are primitive words. 
(3) XcY*. 
According to (3.1), we have also ABSTRACT(X)c Y*. Clearly, one of the three 
following conditions holds: 
(4.2) (1) ABSTRACT(X) contains a word in xyY*nY*yx (or yxY*nY*xy); 
(2) ABSTRACT(X) contains a word wEt2Y*uY*t2, with tE{x,y}; 
(3) ABSTRACT(X) is included in (xyY*n Y*xy)u(yxY*nY*yx). 
In each of these cases, we shall establish necessary conditions on the pair (x,y). 
Briefly, we shall construct different subsets of A * x A *, namely Pi (1 d id 2) and Q. 
These sets have cardinality O(ln’ m); moreover, their elements leads to informations 
concerning (x,y). We start with the easiest case. 
4.1. The case where a Mlord in ABSTRACT(X) belongs to x2Y* 
In this section, we assume that there exists a word w,EABSTRACT(X) such that 
w,~x~Y*. In other words, the word x belongs to the set SQUARE(w,), whose 
elements are all the primitive words t such that t2Epref(wI). According to [4], 
(4.3) Given a word WEA*, we have SQUARE(w)ldlogOIwI, where @stands for 
the golden ratio (1 f&)/2. 
Moreover, given a pair of words (w, t)EA*, it is convenient to denote by 
TRUNC(w,t) the shortest word w’ which satisfies wEt*w’t*. With the preceding 
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condition, since ABSTRACT(X)>l, if w,~x’Y*, at least one of the two words 
TRUNC(w,,.x) (i=1,2) belongs to yY*nY*y. 
Now, we denote by PI 1 the set of all the pairs (t, w) which satisfy the condition: 
~ t~SQUARE(w,)uSQUARE(w,); 
- w is the smallest nonempty word in { TRUNC(w,, t), TRUNC(w2, t)>. 
Clearly, in the case where ABSTRACT(X)nY*x’#& similar arguments on the 
reversed words allow the construction of a corresponding set PiI. This leads to 
substitute to the actual set PI 1, the set of all the pairs corresponding to the condition 
(4.2.2). 
The following result comes from the preceding notation: 
Lemma 4.1. Given a jinite set X s A*, there exists a set PI 1 c A * x A * such that the 
,following conditions hold: 
(1) IPIII-Wnm); 
(2) Given a set Y= {x,y) btlhich sutis$es condition (4.1), with ABSTRACT(X)n 
(x2 Y*n Y*x2)#@ there exists a pair (t, w)EP, 1, such that x = t and w~yY*n Y*y. 
Example 3.3 (continued). Let A = {a, b, c), X = {uuu, uuu2uu, u2vu, uw2} with u = 
(cbcaacbca)3(cbca)2, tl=(aacbc)2(ucbc)2. We have ABSTRACT(X)= {u, u}, and 
SQUARE(u)= jcbcaacbca}, SQUARE(ii)=facbc}, 
SQUARE(u)={a,uacbc), SQUARE(F)={cbca). 
Moreover, we have 
PI 1 = ((cbcaacbcu, (cbca)2), (cbca, u)}, (a, cbcuacbc(acbc)‘), 
(aacbc, (acbc)2), (acbc, uacbcu)}. 
Algorithmic interpret&ion 
After the computation of the function cp by applying Rule 1, the computation of 
SQUARE will be easily done by collecting all the prefixes u of the input word which 
satisfy 1 cp(u)l = 1 u l/2. It requires time linear in the length of the input word. Clearly, 
a similar result holds for the computation of TRUNC. As a consequence of (4.3), 
(4.4) Given the set ABSTRACT(X), computing PII requires time O(nln m). 
4.2. The case where a \vord belongs to xy Y*n Y*yx 
Let ABSTRACT(X) = ( wl, w2}. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
w1 ~xyY*n Y*yx. Clearly, x is an overlap of wr. First, we introduce a new notation. 
Notation GENER( ) 
Given a nonempty word w, we denote by GENER(w) the set of the pairs 
(u, o)eA* x A +, which satisfy the following conditions: 
_ uv is a primitive nonempty word 
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” ” ” ” ” w’ 
w : I I I I ! I I I I I r 
w’ “V “VU 
Fig. 2. A configuration of overlaps. 
_ given an overlap w’ of w, there exists a unique pair (u,u)EGENER(w), such that 
cp(w’)u=ucp(w’) (in other words, uu is the shortest word which satisfies 
(w’,(p(w’)J~(uu)+u (cf. Fig. 2). 
According to [6], 
(4.5) Given a nonempty word w, we have GENER(w)dlogO( / wl). 
Since x is an overlap of wl, there exists a pair of words (u, u)EGENER(w,), such that 
XE(UU)*U. Let p be the greatest integer such that (UU)~U is both proper prefix and suffix 
of wl. A theoretical study leads to more precise informations on the pair (x, y). 
4.2.1. A theoretical study 
Lemma 4.2. Let wgx.pref(yY*)nsufS( Y*y)x. Let u,u~A* such that uu is a primitiue 
word, and such that w = (uv)~u. If XE(UV)~U, with I< i b p - 2, then only one of the two 
following conditions holds: 
(1) there exists a unique integer k such that yk~(uu)*v; 
(2) wEx.pref(y)nsufl(y)x. 
Proof. Assume that w$x.pref(y)nsufS(y)x. Two cases may occur. 
Case 1: w=xykx’, with x’Epref (x Y*) and k> 1 (Fig. 3). One of the two following 
conditions holds. 
(a) x’Ex.pref( Y*). Since uu is a primitive word, and a prefix of x, and according to 
(1.2), we have necessarily yk~(uu)*t’. 
(b) x’Epref(x). If lx’1 > luuj then X’E(UU)U, and we conclude as in case a. Otherwise, 
x’ is a proper suffix of uu, and according to the hypothesis idp - 2, we have 
ykg(uu)+pref(u). Similar arguments on the reversed words allow one to conclude that 
there exists an integer k’ such that yk’~sufS(u)(~u)+. Since uu is a primitive word, we 
obtain k=k’ and yk~(vu)‘u. 
x yk ; x’ j 
i ” ” ” ” “I” ” vi ” ” ” j 
w:J I I I I I I I I I I 1 
+_ _ ...” ^  __..(“” ) n-2 _ .._... j 
Fig. 3. 
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x Yk Y' 
j”” “V “V “I” ” ” ” j 
w:’ I I I I I I I I I I I 
n-2 
+ .._..........-. _ (““1 _.........,. ,......._..... _ j 
Fig. 4. 
Case 2: v~=.y?~~_~~‘, with k > 1 and y’~pref(y) (Fig. 4). Since y is a primitive word, two 
cases may occur. 
(a) yEt:u.pwf(uu)+. Since WES@( Y*y)x, and since XE(UU)‘U, the word uu is a suffix 
of y; thus, we have ~E(uu)+L:. 
(b) y is a prefix of uu. Since .X is a prefix of ( UU)~- ‘u, the words (vu)’ and yk+ ’ have 
a common prefix of length 2 I z-u1 3 ) uu I+ ly/. Since Y is a biprefix, we have y # UU. 
According to Fine and Wilf’s theorem, one of the two words VU and y is imprimitive, 
but this is a contradiction with the hypothesis of our lemma. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 0 
4.2.2. The conseyuence.~: nrcessrrr~~ conditions on {.Y, y > 
According to Lemma 4.2, with the condition of Section 4.2, only one of the three 
following conditions holds: 
(4.6) (a) XE((UC)~-‘U,(UU)~U}; 
(b) XE(UL.)~U with 1 <i<p-2 and yk~(cu)*u (k> 1); 
(c) .w=(uc)‘u with 1 <i<p-2 and ~=(uu)~-~.M”.(uz~)~-~. 
Consequences 
We shall explicitly define a finite set I(u,tl)c[l,p], with II(u.~)l<4, and such that 
if one of the conditions (4.6) holds, then at least one of the following conditions also 
holds: 
(4.7) (a) .xE{(uL’)~u: i~l(u,c)j; 
(b) XE(UL.)*U and yk~(ru)*2: (k> 1). 
_ Clearly, condition (4.6b) implies condition (4.7b). 
~ Assume that condition (4.6~) holds. If uu and UL’ are prefix and suffix of w’, 
respectively, then the word (ut.) pf ‘U is both prefix and suffix of w, but this is 
a contradiction with the maximality of the integer p. Hence, at least one of the two 
following conditions holds: 
~ UM is not a prefix of IV’ 
~ uu is not a suffix of \v’ 
Assume that ru is not a prefix of VV’. Since ABSTRACT(X) is a prefix set, one of 
the two words ,v’~ =(vv, A wz)-lwl and w;=(w, A IY~)-~vv~, namely w, belongs to 
(x A y)) ‘y Y*. Since the words UC and w are primitive and since they are prefix of 
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x and y, respectively, we have x A y = uu A W. This allows to define the following 
integer iI : 
il is the smallest of the integers i6 [ 1, p - 21 such that (vu)~-~ is a prefix of one of the 
two words (uvAvu)w~,(u~~A\vu)w~. 
Similar arguments on the reversed words allow to define a corresponding integer i2. 
Clearly, we have 
XE(UZI)~U, with i~{i~}u{i~}. 
Let I(u,u) be the set of those of the integers p- l,p, il,iz which are positive. As 
a consequence of the preceding properties, if one of the two conditions (4.6a), (4.6~) 
holds then we have: 
XE(UV)~U, with i~l(u, 2;). 
Conclusion 
The preceding condition (4.7) leads to introduce the two following sets, namely 
f'z~>Qz: 
(a) Qz = GENER(w,)uGENER(w2); 
(b) P2, is the set of the pairs of words (t, w)EA+ x A+, which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
_ t belongs to the union of the sets {(uv)~u: igZ(u,v)nN}, for all (u,u)EQ~. 
_ w is a shortest nonempty word in TRUNC(w,,t)uTRUNC(w2, t). 
As a consequence, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Given the set X, there exists two sets P2 1, Q2 L A * x A * which satisfy the 
following properties: 
(1) IP211,1Q~l-Wlnm); 
(2) Given a pair of words (x,y) such that ABSTRACT(X) contains a word in 
xyY*n Y*yx, at least one of the following conditions holds: 
_ there exists a pair (t, w)EP~~, with x = t and wEyY*n Y*y, 
_ there exists a pair (u,v)~Q*, with XE(UV)*U and y+n(uu)*v#(b. 
Example 4.4. ABSTRACT(X)={w,,w2}, with 
w1 = (cbcaacbca)4cbcaacbc and w2 = (aacbc)2(acbc)2 
By iterating the function cp, which was defined in Section 1.2, we shall obtain the 
following overlaps of the word w,: 
_ For each integer i~[1,3], Cpi(Wl)=(UiVi)4~iUi, with ut=cbcaacbc, vt=a; 
~ (P4(Wl)‘U4~4U4> with u4 = cbc, v4 = aa; 
~ (p5(w1)=u5v5u5, with u5=c, v5=b; 
~ (p6(w1)=u6v6u6, with u~=E, v6=c; 
~ (p’(w,)=&. 
Moreover, the only overlap of w2 is E. 
According to the notation of Section 4.2, we have 
Q2={(~l>~l)>(“4>v4)~(u5~~5)~(u,~V6)f~ 
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Moreover, the elements of PzI are 
from wr: ((u,,v,)‘u,,(~,u,)~-‘) (i=1,2,3), 
from w2: (chc, (a~&)~ (&~)a), (c, (a&c) 2 (acbc)uch). 
4.2.3. Algorithmic interpretation 
From an algorithmic point of view, computing GENER(w) will be done by 
applying the following algorithm 
Algorithm 5: Function GENER. 
begin 
w’+-W; &to; GENER(w)t@; 
(1) while W’#E do 
begin 
w”+(p(w’); ~.tl\v’l/-_lWf’/; 
(2) if E. # i., then 
begin 
utthe suffix of w’ with jvl=Iw’lmodi. and v#O; 






Complexity of‘ Alyorithm 5 
- Loop (1) is applied O(m) times. Moreover, in each operating cycle, the instructions 
outside of stage 2 require constant time. 
- According to (4.7) the conditional stage 2 is applied O(ln m) times; thus, it requires 
time O(m In m). 
~ Consequently, applying Algorithm 5 requires time O(m In m). 
By definition, we have Q2 = GENER(w,)uGENER(w,). Moreover, the computa- 




for each integer Jo { 1,2) do 
(1) for all the tuples (u, u)EGENER(w,) do Q2 do 
begin 
ptthe greatest integer with (UD)“U both prefix and suffix of w; compute I(u, u) 
by directly applying its definition (Section 4.2.2); 
XY ; 
ki 
y : x’ 
! i 
/“” UY uiv; ” ” ” 
w: ’ I I I I I I I I 
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for all the integers i~l(u, a) do 
begin 




Complexity qf Algorithm 6. 
According to (4.7), loop (1) is applied O(lnm) times. Moreover, in each operating 
cycle of the loop, the corresponding operations require time O(m). Consequently, 
computing the preceding sets PzI, Q2 requires time O(mlnm). 
4.3. The case where ABSTRACT(X)G(.~~Y*~Y*X~)U(~XY*~~) 
As in Section 4.2, we first establish a theoretical result. 
4.3.1. Theoretical stud? 
Lemma 4.5. Let wExypref (Y*)ns@( Y*)xy. Let u, VEA+, such that uu is a primitive 
word, with w=(uL’)%. Assume that xy =(uu)‘u, with 1~ i<p-2. If uv is a prejix of 
x then there exists u unique integer k such that yk=v. 
Proof. If x = uv then the word y belongs to (w)*u, a contradiction with the biprefixity 
of (x, y}. Hence, uv is a proper prefix of x. But since uu is a prefix of (xy)- ’ w, we have 
(xy)_‘wEyY*. 
Assume that VU is a prefix of yk. Since y is a primitive word, and since it is a suffix of 
a word in (vu)+, there exists an integer k’ such that yk’= uu. Since uu is also a suffix of 
xy, and since {x, y) is a biprefix set, we obtain k’ = 1; thus, y = uu, and XE( uv)*u. But 
this is a contradiction with the biprefixity of {x, y}. Hence, 
vu is not a prefix of a word in y+. 
Consequently, we have w=(xy)ykt (Fig. 5), with tcpref(xy*). Moreover, since 
ie[ 1, p - 21, and since uv is a primitive word, we have yk = u. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.5. 0 
4.3.2. The necessary conditions on (x, y) 
As in Section 4.2.2, we now explain how the result of Lemma 4.5 leads to establish 
necessary conditions on the pair (x,yj) which satisfies the conditions of Section 4.3. 
i 
Fig. 5. 
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Let ABSTRACT(X)={w,, ~1~). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
wi ~xyY*n Y*xy; there exists a pair of words (u, u), and a positive integer p, such that 
the following holds: 
~ .xy~(ut~)+u, with uv a primitive word 
~ p is the greatest integer such that (UU)“U is both prefix and suffix of wl. 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.5, only one of the following conditions holds: 
(4.9) (a) xy=(utl)‘u, with i~{p- 1,~); 
(b) xy =( utl)‘u, with 1 < ibp-2, xy primitive, uv prefix of x, and yk = v 
(ka 1); 
(c) xy =(uv)‘u, with 1 d i<p-2, xy primitive, and x proper prefix of uu; 
(d) xy = ui, with 2 <id p - 2, and u a primitive word. 
The consequences 
We shall explicitly define two sets, namely P32 and Q3, with IP,, I- O(ln m), 
1 Q3 I- O(ln 2 m), and such that each of the conditions (4.9) implies one of the following: 
(4.10) (a) there exists a word ~l~yY*nY*y, and an integer k, such that 
((sJ,)~,w)EP~~ (k>,l); 
(b) Xg (xy,yx)*; 
(c) x~(uiz~~)*ui and yk~(u,u,)*~,, or 
x~E(u~u~)*u~ and y~(v~u,)*c,, with (u~,v~)EQ and k>l. 
Indeed, 
(a) With condition (4.9a), since Y is a code, the words xy and yx are different. 
According to the factorization of w2 onto Y, two cases may occur: 
(a.1) Assume that w,~xyY*n Y*xy. Since ABSTRACT(X) is a biprefix set, one of 
the words ~1~) w2, namely w, is not a power of xy. First, we introduce a new notation: 
Given a word z and a set TEA*, we denote by LTRUNC(z, T) the shortest word 
such that ZET’. LTRUNC(z, T). In other words, LTRUNC(z, T) is the shortest suffix 
of 17 obtained by left dividing elements of T. Let w0 = LTRUNC( w, xy). Two cases may 
occur. 
(1) The case where wO~x2 Y*. The word x belongs to SQUARE(wO); moreover, the 
word y belongs to x-‘E, with E=j(uv)‘u: i=p-1,~). This leads to define the 
following set R: 
R is the set of all the pairs (r, r- ’ t), which satisfies the two following conditions: 
~ tEE; 
~ rESQUARE(LTRUNC(wI,t))uSQUARE(LTRUNC(w2,t)) (clearly, since 
r(ABSTRACT(X))=2, we have ABSTRACT(X)\t’#ja}). 
With this notation, if M’~EX’ Y* then the pair (x,y) belongs to R. 
Moreover, according to (4.3), we have IRI -O(lnm). 
(2) The case where wO~yY*nY*y. We denote by S the set of all the pairs 
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XY ; XY jY ; XY 
w1 : 
XY ; x ix : XY 
w . 
2 
Fig. 6. Condition (4.921) with ABSTRACT(X)~.U~‘Y*.~~; ~;=LTRLINC(~~,,XL.)E~‘Y*~Y*~‘, 
I~;=LTRUNC(~,,X~)EX’Y. 
(t, LTRUNC(w’, t)), which satisfies the two following conditions: 
~ tEE; 
_ w’ is the shortest nonempty word in ABSTRACT(X)\t+. 
Clearly, we have IS/ 62. Moreover, the pair (xy, wO) belongs to S (Fig. 6). 
(a.2) Assume that ~~~yxY*nY*yx; thus, the word yx is the prefix of w2 with 
length 1 xy 1. If X G {xy, yx} *, then, clearly, we obtain the new two element “factorizing 
set” { xy, yx}. 
If X is not included in { xy, yx} *, let WEX\{ xy, yx}*, and let w’ be the longest 
prefix of w in {xy, yx} *. Clearly, the word w0 = TRUNC(w, { xy, yx}) belongs to 
x2Y*uy2 Y*. This leads one to define the following set R’: 
R’ is the set of the pairs (T, r - ’ t), which satisfy the following conditions: 
_ t& (E, being the set defined in case (a.1) 
_ rgSQUARE(LTRUNC(z, { t,t})), h w ere t stands for the prefix of w2 with length ( t 1, 
and where z stands for the shortest nonempty word in ABSTRACT(X)\{ t, f}‘. 
According to (4.3), we have 1 R’I Y O(ln m) 
(b) Now we assume that condition (4.9b) holds. Since y is a primitive word, it is the 
primitive root of v. We denote by u1 the shortest word such that u1 ykf ‘E(uv)+, and 
we set R”={(u,,v~)}, with t~,=u;‘uv. 
The word xyk+’ belongs to the set (uv)+ =(ulvl)+. Moreover, since ulyk+l~ 
(u1 cl)+? we have yk+’ ~(v~ui)*vi, and XE(U~V~)*U~ (cf. Fig. 7). 
(c) By considering the reversed words, Conditions (4.9~) and (4.9b) are similar. With 
condition (4.9c), x is the primitive root of v, and we have xk+’ ye+. This leads 
to complete the preceding set R” with a new pair of word (ul,vl), such that 
xk~(vlul)*ul, and y=(ulv,)*u,. 
(d) Assume that condition (4.9d), holds. By considering the reversed words, the case 
where 1 y I > I x I and the case where I y ) < I x I may be examined in a similar way. Without 
loss of generality, we assume Ix I > 1 yl If u2 is not a prefix of x then we have xy = ui, 
with id 3. 
Assume that i> 4; thus, u2~pref(x). Clearly, there exists a pair of words, namely 
(ui,vi) such that x~(uiv~)+ui, y~(v~u~)*v,, and u = u1 vi. We now give more precise 
informations about the word ui. 
(d.1) Assume that w2~xyY*xy (Fig. 8). With the notation of case a, let WE 
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Fig. 8. w,.w~E.vJ.Y*.~~. (a) The case where L~RUNC(IV,~)E.~ Y*. (b) The case where LTRUNC(\V.U)E 
!‘y*n y*y. 
(d.l.1) LTRCJNC(~,X~)EX~ Y , *. thus, the word u’belongs to u+ulu2u*A*. Accord- 
ing to (l.l), since u is a primitive word, we have u1 = r, where r stands for the shortest 
prefix of LTRUNC(w,u) with ru2 also a prefix of LTRUNC(w,u). Let R'"'= 
{(r,r-'u)]. 
(d.1.2) LTRCINC(M',.X~)E~Y*~Y*~. As in the proof of Lemma 4.4, the word 
u cannot be a prefix of y. Hence, we have LTRUNC(w,xy)=LTRUNC(w,u). Let 
S’= j(M’,LTRUNC(w,u)). 
(d.2) Assume that ~EYX Y*yx, and let U be the prefix of w2 with length 1~1. Clearly, 
u and U are conjugate words; moreover, we have yx~U++, u= u1 G’~ and UI = or ul. 
Since u is a primitive word, we have u1 =s, with s the shortest prefix of u such that 
sU2 is a prefix of u3. We set Rt4’= {(s,s-‘a)}. 
Now we define the sets P32 (Q3) as the union of the sets SuS’ 
(RuR’uR”uR (3’uR(4)), for all the pairs (u,u)EGENER(w,)uGENER(w~). 
According to the preceding study, if one of the conditions (4.9) holds then one at 
least of the condition (4.10) also holds. 
Lemma 4.6. Given the.finite set X, there exists two sets P32,Q3 c A* x A *, such that the 
,following holds: 
(1) IP321~O(lnm), IQ3/-WnZm); 
(2) Given a set Y= (x, y} which satisjes condition (4.1), if ABSTRACT(X)s 
(xyY*n Y*xy)u(yxY*n Y*yx), then one of the three following cases occurs: 
- x E [xy, yx) *, 
~ there exists a pair of words (t, w)EP~~, with xJlEt+ and w~yY*nY*y, 
- there exists a pair ofwords (u,u)~Q~, with XE(UU)*U, and yk@uu)*v (k> 1). 
4.3.3. Algorithmic interpretation 
From an algorithmic point of view, the results of Section 4.2.2 leads to algorithms 
for computing the sets P32,Q3. The computation makes beforehand use of the sets 
GENER(wi), which may be done in time O(m) by applying Algorithm 5. After that, 
we shall successively apply the following algorithms [7A-7D]. 
Algorithm 7A. 
begin 
P 3zt@; Q3t@; for each jE{1,2} do 
(1) for all the tuple (u,u)EGENER(~~) do 
begin 
p+the greatest integer such that (UV)~U is both prefix and suffix of Wj; 
I+{p-1,~); if V=E then I+lu{l,2,3}; 
(2) for all ill do 
(3) begin 
tc(uv)‘u 
if t is a prefix of w2 then 
begin 
(*I WzEXY Y*xY /*) 
(4) 
for each word w in ABSTRACT(X)\t’ do 
P,,tP,,u{(t,LTRUNC(w,{t}))} 
end 
else begin (*/ wJzEy.xY*yx /*) 
ttprefix of w2 with length It 1; 
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(5) if X~{t,t)* then output(‘r(X)=2’); 
else begin 
bvcshortest word in ABSTRACT(X)\{ t, f}‘; T= {t, f\, 
end 
w+LTRUNC(w, T); 





Comple.yitJ, qf Algorithm 7A 
Clearly, applying function LTRUNC with input (w, T) requires time O(m) (indeed, 
since 1 tI= 1 il it consists in at most 21 WI comparisons). 
~ According to (4.9, loop (1) is applied O(lnm) times. 
- Clearly, loop (2) is applied at most 3 times (indeed, we have 1 I I < 3). 
~ Step 5 requires time O(n), 
~ Since computing X- ’ t requires time O(l t I), and according to (4.3), step 6 is done in 
time O( m In m). As a consequence, stage 4 requires time O(m In m). 
~ Consequently, applying Algorithm 7A requires time O(m In2 VI) 
Algorithm 7B. 
begin 
(Q3 has been first computed by applying Algorithm (7.A)) 
for each jg{1,2} do 
(1) for all (u,U)EGENER(~t’j) do 
begin 
(2) ytprimitive root of t’; ktlzl div (~1; 




Complexity of‘ Algorithm 7B 
~ After the computation of the values of function cp on the prefixes of ~1, step 2 is done 
in time O(m) by applying the KMP-algorithm. 
- Since loop (1) is applied O(ln m) times, Algorithm 7B runs in time 0( m In m). 
Algorithm 7C. Similar to Algorithm 7B by considering the reversed words 
Algorithm 7D. 
begin 
(Sets PX2, Q3 has been first computed by applying Algorithms 7A-7C.) 
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(1) for all uesQUARE(w,) do 
begin 
if u prefix of w2 then 
begin 
c*/ WZEXY y*xy /*) 
wtshortest word in ABSTRACT(X)\u+; w+LTRUNC(w,u); 
~32+p32u((~~w)) 
(2) u1 tshortest prefix of w with u1 u2 prefix of w; ul+uT1 u; 
end 
else begin t*/ WzEYxY*YX /*) 
Gtprefix of w2 with lUl=lul; 
(3) i,tgreatest integer with uil prefix of w,; 
i,tgreatest integer with ui2 prefix of w2; 






~ Loop (1) is applied O(ln m) times 
_ Step 2 is done in time O(m) by applying the KMP-algorithm 
_ Step 3 consists only in comparing letters, and step 4 is done by applying the 
KMP-algorithm; thus, they require time O(m). 
_ Consequently, applying Algorithm 7D will be done in time O(mlnm). 
5. Conditions ‘J3 and El 
In the preceding section, we have collected informations on the sets Y= {x, y}, 
which satisfies condition (4.1). In view of obtaining a precise formalization of these 
informations, it is convenient to introduce two conditions, namely ‘j.J and 8. 
(5) Let X be a finite set of words, and let Pi (1 d id 2) and Q, three finite subsets 
of A * x A *. Let Y = {x, y > be a biprefix set of primitive words. 
Condition ‘p. We say that Y satisfies condition +& with respect to the family (Pi)1 <id 2, 
iff there exists a word w~yY*nY*y such that one of the two following properties 
holds: 
(931) (x9 w)eP1; 
(932) there exists a word u such that (u, w)sP2 and xy~u+. 
Condition 8. We say that Y satisfies Condition n, with respect to the set Q, iff the 
following property holds: 
There exists a pair (u, u)EQ~, and an integer k>l, such that XE(UU)*U and 
y%(uu)*u. 
The results of Section 4, leads to the following lemma. 
Proof. With the notations of Section 4, we set 
P,=P,,vPz,. Pz=P3a, Q=QluQ.?. 
Then we get our lemma directly from the results of Section 4. 0 
6. A refinement of condition $J or condition G 
In this section. we shall establish a new necessary condition, which will be more 
concise than the preceding ones. 
A first refinement lays upon the definition of a new set Q’s A* x A*, such that the 
following holds: 
~ given a set Y which satisfies Condition ‘1; or Condition I, Y satisfies condition 
Q with respect to Q’. 
After that, an ultimate refinement will allow to define our set TEST(X) (cf. 
Section 2.3). 
6. I. A refifjrwmwt of’ cotditior~ ‘1; 
Let X be finite set of words, and let (P!) be the family of finite subsets of A * x A * of 
Lemma 5.1. 
Proof. Let Y = I s, J’) be a biprefix primitive set satisfying condition ‘$I. By definition, 
one of the two following cases occurs. 
(i) T/w use wlwrr corditim (+p 1 ) ho/ri.s 
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With this condition, there exists a word w~yY*n Y*y such that (x, w)~Pr One of 
the three following cases occur: 
(1) w=y; thus, (x,y)~T={(x,w)). 
(2) wry’ Y*; thus, (x, y)~ T’= {x} x SQUARE(w). Clearly, the case where WE Y*y2 
leads to define a corresponding set T;, and we substitute T’ to T’u T;. According to 
(4.3) we have IT’\-O(lnm). 
(3) w~yxY*n Y*xy. As in Section 4.2, there exists a pair of words (u,u) such that 
y~(uu)*u. Let p be the greatest integer such that (UU)~U is both prefix and suffix of w. 
According to Lemma 4.2, one of the four following conditions holds: 
(6.1) (a) y~{(~~)~~~u,(uu)~u}. 
(b) y=(u~l)‘u with 1 <i<p-2 and X~E(VU)*U (k> 1). 
(c) y=(uv)‘uwith 1~i<p-2andx=(uu)P-i.~‘.(~~)P-i,witheitheruunot 
a prefix of vv or uv not a suffix of w. Moreover, since x#y, we have 
necessarily L’ # ~5. 
We shall explicitly define a set T”c A* x A *, such that each of the preceding 
conditions (6.1) implies the following one: 
(6.2) There exists a pair (uI,ul)~T” such that y~(u,u,)*ur and xk~(~rul)*ul 
(k> 1). 
(a) If condition (6.la) holds, we have x=ul, y=ur, with (~,,u~)~T,“={x}x 
{u,(UU)P-lu,(uU)Pu}. 
(b) Clearly, with condition (6.1 b), we directly obtain the terms of condition (6.2). Let 
T[={(u,u)J. 
(c) Assume that condition c holds. 
Let i I ( i2) be the greatest integer j such that (z;u)j (( uv)j ) is a prefix (suffix) of xy ( yx). 
Clearly, the integer i in condition (6.1~) belongs to { iI}u{ i2}. Let Ti’={x} x {(uu)‘u: 
i=i 1,i2); 
Set T”= T,)‘uT{uT,“. With this notation, and according to the preceding study, 
condition (6.1) implies condition (6.2). Moreover, we have 1 T” < 5. 
(ii) The L’U.W whew condition ($82) holds. Let (t, w) be the corresponding pair of 
words in P,. Recall that the word pi belongs to yY* n Y*y, thus one of the two 
following cases occur: 
(I) w~-(yjuy~ Y*uY*y’. Given the word y, there exists a unique pair of words 
(u, v)EGENER(H,) which satisfies the following condition: 
(6.3) - the word u is the shortest word such that uy belongs to t’ 
- uc=t 
~ XE(W)*U and ZEBU. 
Let U be the set of the pairs (u,~) thus obtained for all the words 
JF (wluSQUARE( w)uS, where S stands for the set of the primitive words y with y2 
a suffix of w. We have 1 U I- O(ln m). 
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(2) WE~X Y*nY*xy. As in case (i.3) there exists a unique pair of words 
(u, c)EGENER( w) such that ye* u. We denote by p the greatest integer such that 
( UC)~U is both prefix and suffix of MI. Clearly, condition (6.1) also holds. We shall define 
a new set U’, such that a condition similar to (6.2) holds. 
(a) As in case (ii.l), if condition (6.la) holds, then we have (x,~)E Ui, where 
U: stands for the set of the pairs ( uI, v1 ) which satisfy condition (6.3) for all the words 
J’ in {(nc)‘u i=p- 1, p). Clearly, we have I UJ62. 
(b) With condition (6.1 b) we directly obtain the terms of (6.2b). We set UA = ((u, v) ). 
(c) Assume that condition (6.1~) holds; thus, we have 
y=(uv)‘u with 1 <i<p- 2 and .~=(~u)P-~.M”.(uc)P~~, 
with either t:u is not a prefix of IV’ or UC is not a suffix of \t” . 
If CM is not a prefix of \t” then, since .YJE~+, we have i= i,, with ir the smallest integer 
such that (vu) pmi1 is a prefix of a word in tf. 
Assume that ur is not a suffix of \v’. Since the words XJ and JJX are conjugate, we 
have J’.xE?, with t and t conjugate. Since U’EJX Y*n Y*xy, f is the prefix of w with 
length 1 t I. Moreover, we have i= iz, with iz the smallest integer such that (uv)~~” is 
a suffix of a word in t+. 
Consequently, the word 4’ belongs to the set ((P,)~~J: ieji,}u(i2]. As in (ii.l), this 
leads to define the set Ui, whose elements are the corresponding pairs of words 
(Uil, v~~),(u~~,G~~), which satisfies condition (6.3) for all the pairs (u,u)eGENER(w). 
Set U ’ = U/,‘LJ Udu U,(. We have 1 U’l6 5. Moreover, with this notation, according to 
the preceding study, condition (6.1) implies condition (6.2). 
Now we denote by Q; (Q;) the union of the sets TuT’uT”(UuU’), for all the pairs 
(x,M’)EP~ ((~,MJ)EP~). Since we have I TuT’uT”I, IUuU’/-O(lnm), we obtain 
IQ~I,IQ~I-o(~n2m). 
Moreover, we set Q’= Q; uQ>. With this notation, if condition ‘@ holds with respect 
to (Pi)i=,,2 then Condition EJ also holds, with respect to Q’. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. q 
Algorithmic interpretation 
From an algorithmic point of view, we shall construct the preceding set Q’ by 




(1) for all the pairs (.x, w)EP~ do 
begin 
Q’+Q’u{(.u,w)~; Q’+Q’u(x} xSQUARE(w); 
(2) for all (u, u)EGENER(w) do 
begin 
ptthe greatest integer with (uu)‘u both prefix and suffix of w; 
Q’tQ’u(x} x {(UU)% i=p-l,p,i,,i1}; (*/cases 3a and 3c/*) 




Complexity qf Algorithm 8 
~ Since 1 PI I- O(ln m), loop (1) is applied O(ln m) times. 
- Applying function GENER requires time O(mln m); moreover, according to (4.7), 
loop (2) is applied O(lnm) times, each operating cycle running in time O(m). 
~ Consequently, applying Algorithm 7 requires time O(m ln2 m). 
Given a word tEA*, and a set E, we denote PAIR(t, E) the set of the pairs (u, u) 
which satisfy condition (6.3) for all the words in E. From an algorithmic point of view, 
the corresponding function PAIR runs in time 0( 1 E 1 m). 
Algorithm 9. 
begin 
(1) for all (t, w)eP2 do 
begin 
if 1 w I > It I then T+ the prefix of w with length It I; 
(2) S-{j? YESQUARE(E 
StSu{y}; 
(3) S+-SQUARE(w); 
(4) for all (u,c’)EGENER(w) do 
begin 
ptthe greatest integer with (uu)‘u both prefix and suffix of w; 
i,+the smallest integer such that (uu)P-‘lEpref(t’); 
if Iwl>lt then 








Complexity of Algorithm 9 
- According to Lemma 5.1, loop (1) is applied O(lnm) times. 
- Steps 2 and 3 requires time O(mlnm) (cf. Section 4). 
- In each operating cycle (1) loop (4) is applied O(ln m) times. Moreover, the 
operating cycle (4) requires time O(m). 
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As a consequence, applying Algorithm 9 requires time O(m In2 111). 
6.2. The ultimate condition and the pmqf ef‘ Theorem 2.2 
Let us substitute Q by QuQ’. According to Lemmas 5.1 and 6.1, we have 
IQI-O(ln’m). 
We are now able to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. In fact, it consists in 
establishing a final refinement of condition II. 
Lemma 6.2. Given a finite set X L A *, and given the preceding set Q, there exists a set 
TEST(X) C_ A * x A * such that the ,following holds: 
(1) For each pair (x, P)E TEST( X), (8, a) is a biprejx set; 
(2) ITEST(X)I-O(ln’m); 
(2) Given a set Y suti?fying condition (4.1) and condition U (with respect to the 
preceding set Q), there exists a pair (CI, /j)~ TEST( X), such that YC ix, pl*. 
Recall that, with the first condition in Lemma 6.2, the flower automaton with 
behavior (a, fl} * is deterministic. 
Proof. Let Y= {x,yl be a two-element set which satisfies 0, with respect to Q. By 
definition, there exists a pair of words (u,r)~Q, such that XE(UV)*V, and yk~(t’u)*v. 
(1) If k= 1, then we have YC V*, with V= ABSTRACT( [u,v}) (cf. Section 3.2). 
(2) Assume that k> 1. According to Fine and Wilf’s theorem, we have yk~{v, NV}. 
~ If yk=Ll, then we have YE{u,rj*, with r the primitive root of 1;. Let V’= (u, r). 
_ Now, we assume that yk = UUU. According to the lengths, if the primitive word y is 
a proper prefix of v, it is also a suffix of 11. According to (1.2) we have cry+; thus, 
UE~+, but this is a contradiction with Y being a code. Consequently, there exist two 
words, ui and u2, with U=U,JJ~-~U 2, and such that y = u2 L’ = vu 1. Consequently (cf. 
e.g. [9, p. S]), there exist two words cc,fi such that the following holds: 
u1=@, L!E(rfi)*Cc, u2 = z/L 
This implies that the word y belongs to { 2, p} *. Moreover, since UEU~ y* u2, we have 
u~{cc,p}*; thus, .YE (~,fl}* (indeed XE(UV)*U). Once again, we have YG I”‘*, with 
V”=ABSTRACT({x,P}). 
(3) Now, we denote by TEST(X) the union of the preceding sets V, V’, V”, for all 
the pairs (u, v)EQ. Clearly, the set TEST(X) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
6.2. 0 
As a consequence, the set TEST(X) satisfies the required conditions of Theorem 





for all (u,I))EQ do 
begin 
R+RuABSTRACT((u,cj); 
bItthe primitive root of L’; R+RuABSTRACT( iu,yj); 
ytthe primitive root of ~a; u~+~c-‘; 





Since IQ1 -O(ln’ m), and according to the results of Section 3 the computation of 
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